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Abstract
Teaching new assembly instructions at manual assembly
workplaces has evolved from human supervision to digi-
tized automatic assistance. Assistive systems provide dy-
namic support, adapt to the user needs, and alleviate per-
ceived workload from expert workers supporting freshman
workers. New assembly instructions can be implemented
at a fast pace. These assistive systems decrease the cog-
nitive workload of workers as they need to memorize new
assembly instructions with each change of product lines.
However, the design of assistive systems for the indus-
try is a challenging task. Once deployed, people have to
work with such systems for full workdays. From experiences
made during our past project motionEAP, we report on de-
sign challenges for interactive worker assistance at manual
assembly workplaces as well as challenges encountered
when deploying interactive assistive systems for diverse
user populations.
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Introduction and Background
Providing assembly instructions at workplaces is a major
challenge for industrial settings. This is fostered by com-
panies producing their products in small lot sizes, which
results in workers needing to assemble different products
very frequently. As there is a huge variance in the manu-
factured products, this also increases the overall complexity
of learning the assembly of new product lines. Traditionally,
new workers get an introduction from more experienced
colleagues [14] or use paper instructions. However, ex-
perienced colleagues are not always available and paper
instructions are easily outdated and have to be switched
for each change in the currently assembled product. Addi-
tionally, new instructions have to be memorized, which may
have a significant impact on the workers’ performance [11].
As an alternative to present solutions, interactive techni-
cal solutions have been proposed. Usually, three groups of
assistance technology are used to visualize assembly in-
structions comprising regular displays [10], Head-Mounted
Displays (HMDs) [9, 15], and in-situ projections [2]. A com-
prehensive summary of Augmented Reality assistance for
assembly processes is provided by Büttner et al. [3].

Nonetheless, instructions have to be suited adaptively to
the target user population [7]. While new workers rely on
the knowledge of experienced workers [1], experienced
workers do not need help at all when assembling on new
production lines. After new workers are familiar with novel
assembly lines, instructions are usually not needed any-
more [6]. However, current instruction systems are not
aware of this learning stage and might provide undesired
instructions in scenarios where there is no help needed [7].

motionEAP [8] was a project
funded by German Federal
Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Energy. The project in-
vestigated the effect of using
in-situ projections as a sub-
stitute for traditional paper
instructions or personal su-
pervisors. Assembly instruc-
tions were either displayed
using in-situ projections or
through head-mounted dis-
plays. The target groups
were freshman workers and
expert workers in the indus-
try as well as cognitively
impaired workers that are
employed in sheltered work
organizations.

In contrast, persons with cognitive impairments who are
employed in sheltered working organizations traditionally re-
quire permanent supervision by a human instructor. Under-

Figure 1: Assembly of an engine starter using in-situ projections.
Assembly instructions are displayed into the field of view of the
worker. Image source: [8].

standable digitized assembly instructions helped to relieve
the workload of supervisor in past research [5, 10].

We present research outcomes concerning in-situ based in-
structions for different types of user groups, including fresh-
men workers and experienced workers in companies as
well as workers with cognitive impairments employed in
sheltered work organizations. Based on our experiences
that we made in our project "motionEAP1", we report on
obstacles and design challenges being experienced when
providing instructions using in-situ instructions for specific
user groups (see Figure 1). We conclude with suggested
solutions for design challenges, which have been faced dur-
ing the course of our research project.

1www.motioneap.de
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User Populations
A wide range of user groups has been involved in the evalu-
ation of assembly instructions. Due to differences between
groups, the design requirements were seldom the same.
We define three different user groups, which were the sub-
ject of evaluation. As the system that is providing the in-
structions, we used a projector that was mounted on top
of a workplace. Further, a depth sensor validates the per-
formed work steps and provides feedback for each per-
formed work step.

Freshman Worker
Freshman workers are at the beginning of their employment
and do not have much experience in assembly tasks. Such
workers are often employed without any prior knowledge in
this field. Traditionally, freshman workers learn from more
experienced colleagues how assembly tasks are performed.
Alternative solutions are paper instructions, which help to
learn the basic assembly concepts of the currently assem-
bled product.

Experienced Worker
In contrast to the freshman workers, expert workers testify
several years of assembly experience. They act as first per-
sons learning assembly steps to transfer their knowledge to
the freshman workers.

Cognitively Impaired Worker
Cognitively impaired workers mostly have mental deficien-
cies and are thus employed at sheltered work organiza-
tions. They require continuous personal assistance, even
when they are familiar with the assembly task. This is usu-
ally accomplished by a personal instructor, which is respon-
sible for multiple persons. Implicitly, the workload of the
instructor increases with the number of persons which must
be supervised.

Design Challenges for Specific User Groups
With the defined user groups, the impact of in-situ instruc-
tions during assembly has been investigated. This includes
the revelation of design drawbacks when presenting in-situ
projected instructions to workers. We report encountered
design failures when evaluating in-situ projected feedback
as assembly instructions for each of the previously de-
scribed user groups.

Freshman workers benefit from in-situ projected instruc-
tions to learn how to assemble a workpiece for the first
time [6] (see Figure 2). A long-term study revealed slower
assembly times while using in-situ projected instructions.
After removing the in-situ projected instructions, partici-
pants were assembling faster while having a reduced error
rate. However, workers were distracted by projections af-
ter a number of assembly cycles. After familiarizing with
the new workpiece, in-situ projected instructions were per-
ceived as obtrusive. Participants reported that the light dis-
tracted them after the initial learning phase [6]. Assembly
instruction adaptation is a way to cope with distractions
through overassistance [7].

Experienced workers perceive in-situ instructions as dis-
tracting throughout the usage. Through a long-term study
of using in-situ instructions in an industrial setting [6], ex-
pert workers noted that understanding in-situ instructions
require additional cognitive effort, thus yielding an additional
cognitive component. A higher task completion time and
increased subjectively measured workload testified these
statements. However, they stated that such systems can
relieve their workload when it comes to assisting freshman
workers.

In contrast, cognitively impaired workers showed best
assembly performances when receiving continuous sup-
port by in-situ instructions [5, 10] (see Figure 3). While most
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Figure 2: Workers assembling an engine starter in an U shaped
assembly line. In-situ instructions slowed workers down and were
perceived as obtrusive. Image source: [6].

cognitively impaired workers are able to perform few work
steps without any support, in-situ instruction provides cog-
nitive alleviation which makes cognitively impaired workers
capable of assembling complex constructions that consist of
up to 48 parts [10]. Studies on using gamification in work-
ing environments showed positive results [12]. Motivation
and efficiency of workers with cognitive deficiencies were
held high constantly through the assembly. Visual in-situ
projections also showed best feedback performance com-
pared to auditory and tactile feedback [13]. Additionally,
minor privacy concerns were raised regarding the usage
of in-situ projections at workplaces. Auditory feedback was
perceived as annoying, while tactile feedback showed to be
disturbing to an extent, which impacts the overall worker’s
performance.

Figure 3: Worker assembling a clamp in a sheltered work
organization using in-situ projection assistance. Continuous in-situ
assembly instructions were perceived as helpful.

Lessons Learned
We present the lessons learned regarding the design of in-
situ projected instructions for different user groups. Our
findings imply, that inexperienced workers benefit from
assembly instructions at the learning stage at the cost of
assembly completion time. However, after the learning
stage, in-situ projected instructions were perceived obtru-
sive. This can be tackled by providing adaptive assembly
instructions [4, 7]. For instance, projections can be turned
off when a number of correct steps have been recognized.
At the same time, a depth camera can monitor errors and
notify the projection system to provide in-situ instructions
when help is needed.

Cognitively impaired persons have shown positive observa-
tions when using in-situ projected instructions. Task com-
pletion time and the error rate has decreased significantly.
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Furthermore, regular work was carried out over a long
timespan. Visual feedback has proved to be most benefi-
cial for providing assembly instructions [13]. However, tac-
tile and auditory feedback was perceived as disturbing by
cognitively impaired workers. Most participants argued, that
the stimuli were not common to them. A long-term study in
a sheltered work organization using the stated stimuli will
show if a learning effect for the output modalities can be
observed.

Conclusion
This workshop paper presents how different user groups
are affected by projected in-situ instructions at manual as-
sembly workplaces. We define the three user groups fresh-
man workers, experienced workers, and workers with cog-
nitive disabilities as a target population. Furthermore, we
explain for which groups in-situ projection were beneficial or
a hindrance. While workers with cognitive disabilities benefit
from permanent support, experienced and freshman work-
ers only benefit during their learning phase from assistance
at workplaces. We conclude that continuous support is nec-
essary for workers with cognitive impairments. However,
adaptive instructions are required for freshman and expert
workers.

The design and implementation of assistive systems in
smart factories impact the efficiency and performance of
workers. The system design has to be verified thoroughly
before applying it to production facilities. Suited interac-
tive worker assistance yields the potential to increase the
productivity while reducing error rates. However, finding
an efficient design during the first iteration is seldom and
should be evaluated and reviewed carefully. The effect on
the ecosystem must be observed before applying it to real
production facilities.
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